Abstract. A skew-morphism ' of a finite group G is a permutation on G such that '
Introduction

Definitions
All the groups considered in this paper are finite. A skew-morphism ' of a group G is a permutation on G such that '.1/ D 1 and '.gh/ D '.g/' .g/ .h/ for all g; h 2 G, where is a function from G to the cyclic group Z j'j , called the power function of '. Furthermore, we say ' is of skew-type k provided takes on exactly k values in Z j'j , and call the set Ker ' D ¹g 2 G j .g/ D 1º the kernel of '.
Observe from the definition that the kernel of ' forms a subgroup of G, and ' is a skew-morphism of skew-type 1 if and only if it is an automorphism, see [6] . Therefore, the definition of a skew-morphism of a group can be viewed as a generalization of an automorphism of the group. We use Skew.G/ and Aut.G/ to denote the set of all skew-morphisms and all automorphisms of G respectively. Then Aut.G/ Â Skew.G/. Unlike Aut.G/, Skew.G/ may not be closed under composition, and hence it may not be a subgroup of the symmetric group Sym.G/.
More interestingly, to study skew-morphisms is essentially to study complementary factorizations of a given finite group into two groups, where one of them is cyclic. To see this, we use L G WD ¹L g j g 2 Gº to denote the left regular representation of G. Then for any g; h 2 G, we have
Since G is finite and L.G/ \ h'i D ¹1º, we have h'iL G D L G h'i, which implies that T WD L G h'i is a subgroup of Sym.G/, while T is said to be a skew-product of L G by ', see [1, 2] . Since h'i is a point stabilizer of the transitive group T , it is core-free in T . Conversely, suppose that T is any group admitting a complementary factorization T D GY with Y D hyi cyclic. Then for any g 2 G, there exist unique g 0 2 G and y i 2 hY i such that yg D g 0 y i . Define ' W G ! G by '.g/ D g 0 , and W G ! Z j'j by .g/ D i . Then the map ' is a skew-morphism of G of order jY W Core G .Y /j, with the power function .
Motivations
The study of skew-morphisms of a group dates back to R. Jajcay and J. Siráň in [6] and it is mainly motivated by the study of regular Cayley maps.
Let G be a finite group and let X be a Cayley subset of G n ¹1º, that is, 1 … X, G D hX i and X D X 1 . A Cayley graph C.G; X/ for the pair .G; X/ is a graph with vertex set G and arc (oriented edge) set ¹.g; gx/ j g 2 G; x 2 X º. Given a cyclic permutation on the Cayley subset X, a Cayley map CM.G; X; / is a 2-cell embedding of the Cayley graph C.G; X / into an orientable surface with the same local rotation induced by the permutation at every vertex. In a combinatorial framework, it is a triple M D .DI R; L/ where D is the arc set D D ¹.g; gx/ j g 2 G; x 2 X º; R is the permutation on D defined as 
The set Aut.M/ of all automorphisms of M forms a group, called the automorphism group of M. The Cayley map M D CM.G; X; / is said to be regular if Aut.M/ acts transitively (equivalently, regular) on the arc set of M. It was proved in [6] that a Cayley map CM.G; X; / is regular if and only if there exists a skew-morphism ' of G such that 'j X D . Therefore, a regular Cayley map CM.G; X; / is often denoted by CM.G; X; '/. A regular Cayley map CM.G; X; '/ is called of skew-type k if the corresponding skew-morphism ' is of skew-type k.
Because of the close relationship between the two objects, some results on skew-morphisms have been obtained in the study of regular Cayley maps. In [3] , M. Conder, R. Jajcay and T. Tucker gave a systematic study of regular Cayley maps of skew-type 2 for abelian groups. Then the first author [14] generalized that for skew-type 3. Generally speaking, to classify the regular Cayley maps of a given family of groups is very difficult. As far as we know, the only complete classification achieved is the regular Cayley maps for cyclic groups, given by M. Conder and T. Tucker [5] recently. More partial classifications have been known, including regular balanced and t-balanced Cayley maps for dihedral groups [9, 13] , dicyclic groups [10] and semidihedral groups [11] , and regular Cayley maps for dihedral group of order twice an odd [8] . Recently, the first author determined regular Cayley maps of skew-type 3 for dihedral groups (see [16] ) and regular Cayley maps with trivial Cayley-core for dihedral groups (see [15] ), respectively.
Note that although skew-morphisms are very closely related to the study of regular Cayley maps, it is really a pure group theoretical problem. Throughout this paper, we use
D 1i to denote the dihedral group of order 2n. For any ' 2 Skew.D 2n /, either it preserves hai or not. Since every element of the form a i b is of order 2, it follows from [2, Proposition 2.2] that ' gives rise to a regular Cayley map for D 2n if ' does not preserve hai set-wise. Such skew-morphisms have been classified in some special cases, see [9, 15, 16] . For all the known examples, the kernel Ker ' of ' cannot be contained in hai. Therefore, very recently, M. Conder raised the following question in [1] : Problem 1.1. Determine whether or not there exists a skew-morphism ' of the dihedral group D 2n such that its kernel is contained in hai.
Main results
In this paper, we mainly work on Problem 1.1. Let ' be a skew-morphism of the dihedral group D 2n D ha; b j a n D b 2 D .ab/ 2 D 1i. We prove that the kernel of ' is not contained in the cyclic subgroup hai if ' does not preserve hai. In the case of ' preserving hai, we give some characterizations of ', in particular, we prove that ' is of skew-type 1, 2 or 4. Using these characterizations, an infinite family of skew-morphisms of D 2n are constructed, all of which are of skew-type 4 and have kernel Ker ' D ha 2 i, which gives a positive answer to Problem 1.1. Our main results can be summarized in the following two theorems and one example. Theorem 1.2. Let ' be a skew-morphism of D 2n not preserving hai. Then its kernel cannot be contained in hai. (i) ' is an automorphism if the restriction of ' to hai is an automorphism.
(ii) a 2 2 Ker ' and ' is of skew-type 1, 2 or 4.
(iii) ' is of skew-type 1 or 2 if ' fixes an element in the coset haib.
(iv) ' is of skew-type 1 or 2 if n is a prime power. 
.a 2i / D 1;
.a 2iC1 / D 4m 1;
.a 2i b/ D 2m 1;
.
for all integers i . Then we shall check in Section 6 that ' is a skew-morphism of D 16m with the associated power function , and the order of ' is 4m. It follows that ' is of skew-type 4 and Ker ' D ha 2 i.
The following result is a direct corollary of Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.3.
Corollary 1.5. Let ' be a skew-morphism of D 2n . Then the kernel of ' is contained in the cyclic subgroup hai if and only if ' is of skew-type 4 and preserves hai.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 will depend on the following lemma.
Lemma 1.6. Let ' be a skew-morphism of D 2n not preserving hai. If Core ' D ¹1º, then ' fixes exactly one element in haib.
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Note that Lemma 1.6 was first introduced in [15] and the main results in [15] rely heavily on this lemma. However, its proof in [15] depended on a wrong lemma, that is [15, Lemma 4.5] . In the proof of [15, Lemma 4.5] , regular Cayley maps of skew-type 2 were incorrectly restricted just to t -balanced ones. Actually, in the first version of this paper, the same mistake were made in the proof of Theorem 1.2. Fortunately, a referee found this mistake and pointed out that there has been a similar theorem proved by Kovács and Kwon in a recently preprint (see [7] ). Their proof depends on a partial classification of G-arc-regular dihedrants (see [8] ). It will be nice to give a new proof using skew-morphism theory only, independent of that classification. This will be done in Section 4. Finally, with the new proof of Lemma 1.6, the main results of [15] still hold.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, some preliminary results on skew-morphisms are listed. In Section 3, some technical lemmas for later use are derived. In Section 4, a correct proof of Lemma 1.6 is given and then Theorem 1.2 is proved. In Section 5, Theorem 1.3 is proved. Finally, in Section 6, Example 1.4 is demonstrated.
Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, we use lcm¹ 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; t º and gcd¹ 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; t º to denote the least common multiple and greatest common divisor of the t integers 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; t respectively. For any ' 2 Skew.G/, we use O x to denote the orbit of any x 2 G under the action of ', and use 'j S to denote the restriction of ' to S for any subset S of G, which is preserved by '.
The first proposition gives some basic properties of skew-morphisms and their power functions. Proposition 2.1 ( [6] ). Let ' be a skew-morphism of a group G and let be the power function of '. Then the following hold:
h/ for all positive k and all g; h 2 G.
Usually, the subgroup Ker ' D ¹h 2 G j .h/ D 1º does not have to be preserved by '. Set Core ' WD ¹x 2 G j . 
Proposition 2.3. Let ' be a skew-morphism of a group G, and let N be a subgroup of Ker ' which is preserved by ' and is normal in G. Then ' induces a 'quotient skew-morphism' ' on the quotient group
The following proposition is straightforward.
Proposition 2.4. Suppose that G is a group and H is a subgroup of G. Let ' be a skew-morphism of G preserving H set-wise and let be the associated power function of '.
The following two results are group theoretical versions of [2, Proposition 2.2] and [6, equation (5)] respectively. Of course, they can be proved directly from the definition of skew-morphism.
Proposition 2.5 ([2]
). Let ' be a skew-morphism of a group G, and let
Proposition 2.6 ([6]
). Let ' be a skew-morphism of a group G, and let X be an orbit under the action of ' such that X D X 1 . For any x 2 X, define .x/ D i where i denotes the smallest nonnegative integer such that
If '.X/ D X and X D X 1 , then '.hXi/ D hXi and CM.hX i; X; 'j hX i / is a regular Cayley map. It is known that j'j D jXj for any regular Cayley map CM.G; X; '/ (see [2] ). Therefore Proposition 2.6 implies the following corollary.
Corollary 2.7. Let ' be a skew-morphism of a group G, and let X be an orbit under the action of '. If all elements in X are involutions, then 'j hXi is an automorphism of the subgroup hXi.
Technical results
In this section we introduce some technical results for later use. 
By considering the cycle decomposition of ' on G, we have jO x j j j'j for any x 2 G, which implies that m j j'j. To prove j'j D m, we only need to show ' m D 1. Since h'i is core-free in T , it suffices to prove that h' m i C T . In fact, since ' m .x i / D x i for any i 2 ¹1; : : : ; t º, we have
Assume .c/ Á 1 .mod jO x i j/ for all i D 1; 2; : : : ; t. Then jO x i j is a divisor of .c/ 1 and therefore m j .c/ 1. From (i), we have j'j D m and so
Lemma 3.1 may result in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that A is a cyclic group with two subgroups K and M such that A D hK; M i. Let ' be a skew-morphism of A preserving both K and M . If
Proof. Since A D hK; M i is cyclic, we have jAj D lcm¹jKj; jM jº. Let k be the maximal divisor of jKj such that gcd¹k; jAj=kº D 1. Then jAj=k is a divisor of jM j. Let K 1 be the subgroup of K of order k and M 1 be the subgroup of
With the same reason, we have
By Lemma 3.1, it follows from (3.1), (3.2) and (3.
The following lemma is a generalization of Proposition 2.3.
Lemma 3.3. Let ' be a skew-morphism of a group G and let H be a normal subgroup of G. Write G D G=H and g D gH for any g 2 G. If ' preserves H , then it induces a permutation ' W G ! G; g 7 ! '.g/, which defines a skew-morphism of G.
Proof. Let be the power function of '. Then '.gh/ D '.g/' .g/ .h/ for any g 2 G and h 2 H . Since ' preserves H , we have '.gh/ D '.g/. Therefore, ' induces a permutation ' on G, by mapping g to '.g/. Let d D j'j and let h' s i be the kernel of h'i acting on G. Then s j d and j'j D s. For any g 2 G, let .g/ be the least positive remainder of .g/ when divided by s. Then we obtain a mapping from G to ¹0; 1; 2; : : : ; s 1º. Since
for all x; y 2 G, we have ' is a skew-morphism of G.
As in Proposition 2.3, we also call ' the 'quotient skew-morphism' induced by H . 
Proof of Theorem 1.2
Throughout this section, let G D ha; b j a n D b 2 D .ab/ 2 D 1i. Note that for D 4 , every skew-morphism must be an automorphism and thus Theorem 1.2 is clearly true. In the following discussions, we assume n > 2. Let ' be a skew-morphism of G not preserving hai and let be the power function of '. Set X D O a : Since ' does not preserve hai, X \ haib ¤ ; and hence G D hXi. By Proposition 2.5, we get X 1 D X. For any x 2 X, define .x/ D i where i is the smallest nonnegative integer such that ' i .x/ D x 1 . Proof. Take arbitrary h 2 X \ hai and c 2 Core '. Let l be a positive integer such that ' l .h 1 / 2 haib. Then
where the first equality follows from Proposition 2.1 and the second from Proposition 2.6. On the other hand,
which implies that ' .h/ .c/ D c 1 .
Lemma 4.2. If n is even and a n 2 2 Ker ' n Core ', then jO a n 2 j D jXj and ' 1 .a n 2 / 2 Ker ' \ haib.
Proof. Since the restriction of the map ' to Ker ' is an isomorphism from Ker ' to '.Ker '/, '.a n 2 / is an involution. Since a n 2 6 2 Core ', we get '.a n 2 / D a i b for some integer i . Take any k 2 ¹1; 2; : : : ; n 1º. Since a n 2 is in the center of D 2n , we have
It follows that
and therefore jO a n 2 j n 2 C 1. Since ha 2 ; a i bi Ä hO a n 2 i, we get that either j is a divisor of jX j, we also get jO a n 2 j D jX j:
we get .y/ Á 1 .mod jXj/;
that is, y 2 Ker '. Proposition 2.6 implies y 2 haib.
Proof. Clearly, jXj Ä 2n 1. Note that any permutation group of degree m and with cyclic stabilizer of order m 1 must be a Frobenius group. Since the regular subgroup of a Frobenius group must be nilpotent (see [12] ), we have that the skewproduct of G by ' is not a Frobenius group. Therefore jXj Ä 2n 2. Now we show n Ä jXj. Since Core ' D ¹1º, it follows from [15, Lemma 4.3] that jKer 'j D 2 or 4. If jKer 'j D 2, then ' is of skew-type n and hence jXj > n. If jKer 'j D 4, then n is even, a n 2 2 Ker ' and '.a n 2 / 2 haib. By Lemma 4.2, we get jO a n 2 j D jXj and Ker ' D ¹1; a n 2 ; '
1 .a n 2 /; a n 2 ' 1 .a n 2 /º:
Noting that '.Ker '/ ¤ Ker ', we obtain '.a To complete the proof, it suffices to show that jO a n 2 \ haij jO a n 2
\ haibj:
Suppose to the contrary that jO n 2 \ haij < jO a n 2
Then there exists y 2 O a n 2 \ haib such that '.y/ 2 haib. By Proposition 2.6, we get y 2 Ker ' and then y D a n 2 ' 1 .a n 2 /. Since
and '.a n 2 / … Ker ', it follows that ' 2 .y/ 2 haib and then '.y/ 2 Ker ', but we have '.y/ D a n 2 '.a Proof. If there exists y 2 X \ haib such that '.y/ 2 haib, then Proposition 2.6 implies y 2 Ker ' and we get the desired result. Now we assume '.y/ 2 hai for all y 2 X \ haib. Then jX \ haibj D jX \ haij and '.h/; ' 1 .h/ 2 haib for all h 2 X \ hai. In particular, '.a 1 /; ' 1 .a/ 2 haib. Then
that is, .a 1 / D .' 1 .a//. By Proposition 2.1 (ii), we get ' 1 .a/a 2 Ker ' and therefore Ker ' \ haib ¤ ;.
Proof. Since the restriction of the map ' to Ker ' is an isomorphism from Ker ' to '.Ker '/; we have Ker ' D Core ' whenever jKer 'j > 2. If jKer 'j D 2, then n is even and Ker ' D ha Proof. Suppose the contrary and let ' be a skew-morphism of G such that both intersections O g \ hai and O g \ haib are nonempty for any g 2 G n ¹1º. Then, since Core ' > ¹1º and since the restriction of ' to Core ' is an automorphism, we have that n is even, Core ' is a dihedral group of order 4 and 'j Core ' D .1/.y; a n 2 ; a n 2 y/ for some y 2 haib. Recall that we have assumed n > 2 in the first paragraph of this section. Since Core ' E G, we have n D 4 and jG W Core 'j D 2. Since O a \ haib ¤ ;, we get G D hO a i. By Lemma 3.1, we have j'j D jO a j. Noting that jO y j D 3 and jO a j Ä 4, we have jO a j D 3. It follows that j Fix 'j D 2. However, by the hypothesis, ' fixes only the identity element, a contradiction.
Proof of Lemma 1.6. We divide the proof into the following three steps.
Step a. Show that Fix ' \ hai D ¹1º where Fix ' WD ¹g 2 G j '.g/ D gº.
Suppose to the contrary that Fix ' \ hai > ¹1º. Clearly,
Since Core ' D ¹1º, we get Therefore .hf / Á 2i C .h/ .mod jXj/ for all h 2 X \ hai:
If h; '.h/ 2 hai for some h 2 X, then we have
and therefore f 2 Ker ', a contradiction. If y; '.y/ 2 haib for some y 2 X , then yf; '.yf / 2 X \ haib. By Proposition 2.6, y; yf 2 Ker ' and then f 2 Ker ', a contradiction again. Now we assume that ' interchanges the elements of X \ hai and X \ haib. Take arbitrary y 2 X \ haib. By Proposition 2.6, we get .y/ C .'.y// Á .'.y// C 1 .'.y// C 1 Á 2 .mod jX j/:
.f / D .g/ .f / .mod jX j/ for any g 2 G;
we get
Noting that .y/ Á .'.y// C 1 .mod jXj/ and .'.y// is even, we have
Since 2i Ä jXj, we get jXj D 4i. On the other hand, jX j D ij . Therefore j D 4 and f 2 is of order 2. However,
a contradiction.
Step b. Show that there exists an orbit Y of ' such that Y \ hai D ;.
We divide the proof into the following two cases.
Case 1: ' does not preserve any nontrivial subgroup of hai. Suppose to the contrary and let n be a minimal integer such that any '-orbit contains at least one element of hai. Let Y be an arbitrary nontrivial '-orbit. .a/ C 1 is odd, and '.a 2 / D '.a/' .a/ .a/ 2 hai. However, ' maps any element of hai n ¹1º into haib, a contradiction. If jKer ' \ X \ haibj D 1, then X \ haib contains exactly one element whose image under ' belongs to haib. Recalling jX \ haij D jX \ haibj, there is exactly one element h 2 X \ hai such that '.h/ 2 hai. Then ' 1 .h/; '.h 1 /; ' 1 .h/h 2 haib and hence
By examining all the '-orbits, we get
Thus '.'.h/ 1 / 2 hai and then
Recall that ' has exactly three orbits, namely ¹1º, Y D ¹a n 2 ; a n 2 y; yº and X where y 2 haib. Since
we have hy; '.hy/; ' 2 .hy/ 2 haib. However, X \ haib contains exactly one element whose image under ' belongs to haib, a contradiction.
Case 2: ' preserves a nontrivial subgroup of hai. Let H be a maximal subgroup of hai such that '.H / D H . Write G D G=H and g D gH for any g 2 G.
Let ' be the 'quotient skew-morphism' induced by H (see Lemma 3.3). Then ' does not preserve any nontrivial subgroup of hai. By Lemma 4.6, Core ' D ¹1º or jGj D 4 and ' is an automorphism of G. In the former case the desired result follows from Case 1 immediately. For the latter, n is even, H D ha 2 i and G D ¹1; a; b; abº. It suffices to show that ' must fix an element of haib. Suppose to the contrary that ' does not fix any element of haib. Then ' D .1/.a; b; ab/ or ' D .1/.a; ab; b/. It follows that X contains at least two elements of haib, say y and z, such that yz 2 ha 2 i and '.y/; '.z/ 2 haib. Then y; z 2 Ker ' and hence yz 2 Ker '. Since '.ha 2 i/ D ha 2 i, we have '.hyzi/ D hyzi, a contradiction to Core ' D ¹1º.
Step c. Show that Fix ' D ¹1; a l bº for some a l b 2 haib. where c 1 ; : : : ; c k 1 2 N . By Lemma 4.1 and the fact that the -value of any element in X \ haib is 0, we get .
Since G D hXi, we get ' d 2 Aut.G/ and therefore
By the choice of n, we have Ker ' \ haib ¤ ;. Take any y 2 haib such that y 2 Ker '. Then .y/ Á 1 .mod d /. By (4.2), we have
for any g 2 G. In particular,
If there exist two different elements y 1 ; y 2 2 Ker ' \ haib, then by (4.3), we have
However, y 1 y 2 … Core ', a contradiction. Now we assume that there is exactly one element y 2 Ker ' \haib. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3
Throughout this section, let ' be a skew-morphism of D 2n preserving hai with the power function . Then ' preserves haib. By Corollary 2.7, we know that for any a i b 2 haib, the restriction of ' to hO a i b i is an automorphism.
Before proving Theorem 1.3, we give a lemma as follows. .x/ Á 1 .mod jO x j/;
.x/ Á 1 .mod jO y j/;
.z/ Á 1 .mod jO x j/;
.z/ Á 1 .mod jO y j/:
The preconditions give the second equation. Note that we have 'j hxi 2 Aut.hxi/ and 'j hO y i 2 Aut.hO y i/. It follows from Proposition 2.4 that the first and last equations hold. Now we examine the third one. Since x 2 hai and
we have
and hence .z/ Á 1 .mod jO x j/.
(ii) Since hx; O y i D hx; yi, we have '.hx; yi/ D hx; yi. It is suffices to show that .x/ Á .y/ Á 1 .mod jO x j/ and .x/ Á .y/ Á 1 .mod jO y j/:
The preconditions give .y/ Á 1 .mod jO x j/. Also, as (i), we have .x/ Á 1 .mod jO x j/ and .y/ Á 1 .mod jO y j/:
The rest is to check .x/ Á 1 .mod jO y j/. This equation can be actually guaranteed by
The proof of Theorem 1.3 consists of the following four lemmas:
Proof. Take any
Therefore it is sufficient to show that Ker ' \ haib ¤ ;. Suppose to the contrary that Ker ' \ haib D ;. In order to find a contradiction, we divide the proof into two steps as follows.
Step a. Show a 2 2 Ker '.
Let y be an arbitrary element in haib. Since O y \hai D ;, as mentioned before, we have 'j hO y i 2 Aut.hO y i/. Take any c 2 hO y i \ hai. Since 'j hai and 'j hO y i are both automorphisms, we have .c/ Á 1 .mod jO y j/ and .c/ Á 1 .mod jO a j/: .' i .y// Á .g/ .y/ .mod j'j/ for any g 2 D 2n :
In particular,
and
that is, a 2 2 Ker '.
Step b. Find a contradiction.
Take arbitrary y 2 haib. Since .a 2 / D .a 2 / D 1, it follows from part (i) of Lemma 5.1 that 'j ha 2 ;O y i 2 Aut.ha 2 ; O y i/. Therefore .y/ Á 1 .mod lcm¹jO a 2 j; jO y jº/:
(5.1)
Since Ker ' \ haib D ;, we have .y/ ¤ 1. Therefore j'j ¤ lcm¹jO a 2 j; jO y jº. By Lemma 3.1, we known j'j D lcm¹jO a j; jO y jº. Therefore jO a j ¤ jO a 2 j. It follows from Lemma 3.4 that jO a j D 2jO a 2 j and therefore j'j D 2 lcm¹jO a 2 j; jO y jº. By (5.1), we have .y/ Á 1 .mod j'j=2/. Since .y/ 2 Z j'j and .y/ ¤ 1, we have .y/ D j'j 2 C 1. Recall that y is an arbitrary element in haib. We have
By 
Therefore jO z j divides u. .a 2i / D 1;
.a 2iC1 b/ D 2m C 1:
We demonstrate '.g/ and .g/ according to g D a 2i ; a 2iC1 ; a 2i b and a 2i C1 b, separately. 
